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On Break: Clarifying Policies
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by Grace Mullaney
grace.mullaney@covenant.edu

For the respective 10 and seven
years that Deans Ford and Voyles
have worked at Covenant College,
student development has assumed
disciplinary authority over students not only during school, but
also during breaks. Due to recent
disciplinary actions, that jurisdiction has come to light.
In Monday’s senate meeting,
Dean Voyles noted that “some seri-

ous situations came to light [from]
this summer.” In accordance with
the standard policies in place, student development stepped in and
took action. However, “based on
reactions this year, I felt we needed
to clarify the policy,” said Voyles.
Voyles’ intuition about people’s
understandings of the rules appears
correct. “Five out of eight RAs
[resident assistants] in Founders
were not aware you could get in
trouble for anything you did over
breaks,” said resident assistant

Stephen Bates.
Maclellan RA Ginny Somerville
was also baffled, saying, “The fact
that you could be punished for
something you did on break was
unclear to me.” The confusion
of resident assistants seems to be
indicative of the student body.
“I thought that every break we
were off contract so the school
couldn’t do anything,” said
sophomore Jon Leverett. Junior
Aaron Fortune agreed, saying,
“The way I used to understand

it, I’m not under the standards of
conduct when on break.”
Though confusion is certainly
present, it is not ubiquitous.
Freshman Harrison Hicks said he
understood that “you can be disciplined for what you do over break
if the school finds out about it.”
RA Coulter Burch also said he was
aware of Covenant’s break policy,
but added that the policy is still
unclear. Burch hit on the main issue
of concern.
Voyles explained the school’s

policy in detail at Monday’s student
senate meeting. Covenant students
voluntarily assent to standards of
conduct that include three kinds
of standards: biblical virtues, civil
laws, and extra-biblical rules. The
standards that involve biblical
virtues and civil law always apply to
students whether on or off break.
Extra-biblical rules however (e.g.,
the prohibition to drink or smoke
even while of age) do not apply
continued on page 3

Dr. Tate: Not Just an English Prof.
by Lindsay Burkholder

lindsay.burkholder@covenant.edu

William Tate is a man of many
talents: he’s a family man,
he enjoys carpentry, he has a
Master of Arts and a Ph. D., he
spent several years as an associate pastor, and he is a beloved
professor of English here at
Covenant.
Tate was born in Daytona,
FL, and spent most of his
childhood there. He graduated
from Bob Jones University with

a B.A. and an M.A. in biblical
studies, from Duke University
with an M.A. in English, and
from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill with a
Ph. D. in Renaissance and 18th
century literature.
Shortly after graduating from
UNC, he began teaching at
Campbell University in Buies
Creek, NC, starting as an assistant professor and eventually
receiving the Ora Carr Cansler
Chair in English.

“It’s nice to be in a named
professorship,” he said.
Tate has been a member of the
Covenant faculty since 2007 and
since then has been inspiring students with his love for the works
of William Shakespeare, John
Donne, Edmund Spenser, and
many other Renaissance writers.
Besides being a dedicated
teacher, Tate is a devoted father
and husband. He and his wife
Patty enjoy spending time with
their four children and watching

them grow and learn.
“Joseph loves technology and
reading; Hannah loves reading,
writing, and being with friends,”
he said. “Will loves animals and
science; and Bekah loves learning
to read and jumping from the
top bunk.”
He also loves to cook. His
favorite dishes include pork-andoyster pie, three-bean chili, and
chocolate cheesecake.
He is truly a Renaissance man.
COVENANT.EDU
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Love To Knead, Need To Love
by Kaley Hart & Sarah Aho
kaley.hart@covenant.edu

If you were to walk into Niedlov's
Deli just down the mountain in St.
Elmo and ask employee Nick Vallot
what item he would sell to someone — say, President Obama — he
would likely refer you to their most
popular item, the ham and cheese
croissant. (Yes, Obama does actually
eat meat, in case you, like Vallot,
were wondering.) Along with sandwiches, Niedlov's sells baked goods,
and if you so desire, a bag of chips
or a soda to go. In comparison to

its original location on Main Street in
Chattanooga, which is geared toward
breaking your fast in the morning,
noon and evening, the St. Elmo location is focused mostly on your lunch.
The owner of Niedlov’s Deli is actually one of our own, Covenant alumnus John Sweet, and he may give
you special attention if you happen to
mention you are a Covenant student.
He founded Niedlov’s Breadworks in
downtown Chattanooga in 2002 and
opened the deli in St. Elmo as a satellite location in early 2011.
The St. Elmo location is primarily
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about socializing and getting in and
out quickly, while the other is all of
the above but also a good place to
study and do homework. If the efficiency of the food production at both
locations were compared to a genre
of music, Vallot says it would be jazz,
due to the laid back, comfortable environment. It moves swiftly for your
convenience, but isn't rushed.
Unfortunately, Niedlov's is unable
to accommodate the needs of those
with food allergies such as celiac and
gluten, but they do provide information for other businesses that do.

Untapped Potential

by Rebekah Taft

rebekah.taft@covenant.edu

What exactly are Covenant’s club
leaders supposed to accomplish?
Is student senate doing a good
job communicating expectations
to club leaders? Are club leaders
actually gaining leadership skills
through their work? These are just
a few of the questions student senate is trying to answer through the
club leadership initiative.
According to Student Body President Jonathan Casselberry, the goal
of the club leadership initiative is
“to improve the efficiency of the
Student Association of Covenant
College by more clearly communicate the responsibilities and
expectations of club leaders.”
In order to do this, student
senate has come up with a longterm plan to professionalize the
nature of club leadership. It
includes a survey done by the club
leaders and using information
reaped from them to create a new
structure for club operation, one
that includes accountability, good
communication, networking opportunities, and more.
“In this, we increase the potential

for club leaders to develop leadership attributes that they will carry on
beyond their time at Covenant,” said
Casselberry, who is heading up the
project with the help of Sophomore
Class President Bryan Zumbach.
The first step of the long-term initiative — polling current club leaders — has already been completed.
A 10-question survey was emailed to
them in late September asking them
questions about how they view their
leadership responsibilities and their
interactions with student senate.
“It’s a self-evaluation for student
senate as well as an evaluation of club
leadership perception,” said Casselberry.
Since receiving the last of the
completed surveys after fall break,
Casselberry and Zumbach have
begun compiling information from
them in order to present to the rest
of student senate and eventually to
club leaders themselves.
Currently, senate has only
broadly outlined expectations for
club leaders. According to Casselberry, all senate asks of them is to
“coordinate groups of people with a
common passion and create unique
opportunities for social, intellectual,
and spiritual development.”
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Clubs such as the growers club are being evaluated more closely.

But it seems that the lack of specific expectations from senate leaves
room for club leaders to neglect
fulfilling their leadership potential,
especially as the semester takes off
and schoolwork becomes more of a
priority than organizing club events.

If the initiative is a success,
this lack of club activity and clear
communication will no longer be a
problem for the Student Association
of Covenant College. Senate wants
to come up with tangible ways
to keep club leaders accountable,

Faculty Quote of the Week
Professor Dodson: “You didn’t ask me what I did over break.”
Student: “What did you do over fall break?”
Professor Dodson: “I harvested my weed.”

create opportunities for them to
develop their leadership capabilities,
and share insight with others.
“Club leadership can realize
potential that has gone untapped,”
said Casselberry.

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu
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The Verdict
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while a student is away from the
school on a break.
The important thing to remember is that biblical and civil
laws do not cease to apply to
students while the student is on
a break, and the school may take
disciplinary action if a student is
found to have disobeyed biblical
and civil law while on break. “I
think it’s ultimately unloving for
me to say ‘I only care about you
when you’re between these four
walls,’” said Voyles.
As soon as Ford and Voyles realized the confusion over this policy,
they began taking steps to rectify
the misunderstanding. “I’d rather
not hold someone accountable for
something that I thought was clear
and they didn’t,” said Voyles.
Student Development has been
taking steps to clarify the policy to
ensure that students know what
they are being held responsible for.
“We talked to the board about it,”
said Dean Ford. “We realize [the
current policy] is not very clear and
in the spring we will have a bigger
conversation.” Ford and Voyles also
brought the issue up to the student
development committee on the
Board of Trustees during the recent
board meeting. Their discussion involved a desire to make policies more
clear to students.
Voyles clarified, “This is not
necessarily any change in practice,
but a change in how it is written down.” Because no substantial change can be made to the
Standards of Conduct without the
approval of the board, next spring
Ford and Voyles will propose a
clarifying change to the handbook
reflecting their policy on student
conduct over breaks.
According to Julie Moore, Associate Dean of Students, student
development has looked at how
35 different schools “all the way
from Wheaton, Calvin, Geneva,
Messiah, to Westmont, George
Fox, John Brown, and many others” word their on-break student
conduct policies. The research
garnered will help Covenant’s
administrators think through how
to best clarify school policy.
“My goal is to have conversations, talk to other schools, talk to
faculty, talk to you all, and then
bring it to the board,” said Voyles,
in preparation for the spring.

FACEBOOK
Women of the Isha House, starting on the left bottom corner going clockwiset: Ashley McGarvey, Becca Licausi, Anna Weirsema, Leah Klett, Natalie Weber, Adrienne Belz, and Jo Hartwell.

The Isha House
Two Months In
by Grace Mullaney
& Robbie Brown

grace.mullaney@covenant.edu

This year, eight female students
are living together in student
apartments numbers seven and
eight as a part of Covenant’s first
“living-learning community.”
The “Isha” House, named
after the Hebrew word for
woman, is a community “that
focuses on issues surrounding female identity in Christ,”
according to Associate Dean of
Students Emily Ford, who sent
information about the house
out to students with the rest of
housing information.
Ford planned the Isha House
to be centered on women “living and participating in learning events together.” Both
Ford and Becky Pennington,
associate professor of education, are closely involved in the
activities of the Isha House.
In addition to living daily
life together, the members of
the Isha House have participated in more intentional times of
fellowship. The women recently had dinner and a movie with

Ford and Pennington followed
by a discussion of the movie,
Mona Lisa Smile. “I’ve enjoyed
getting to know the other girls
in the house and I think we’re all
growing in relationship with one
another,” said Nat Weber.
At the beginning of the school
year, the women did not quite
know what to expect from the
Isha House. Some of the women
had just learned each other’s
names. Now almost halfway
through the school year, the
women know one another better.
Ford was hoping to begin
living-learning communities at
Covenant for some time. “It has
been in the Covenant College
strategic plan to create livinglearning communities because
we have seen other colleges such
as Calvin who have done this
very well,” said Ford.
Though this community is
focused on female identity, it is
also focused on exploring the
idea of living-learning communities in general, which may
help set the stage for livinglearning communities at Covenant in the future.
The goal for living-learning

communities is to provide an
environment where students can
integrate their academic learning and their social lives. Ford
said, “Covenant does such a
good job with really strong academics and a really strong residence life program, so we would
love to see more interaction
between the two. That would be
a very good partnership.”
“I would love to get to the
place where people are passionate about something and
want to live together where
they have a theme and have
a professor who’s going to
be sponsoring it,” said Ford.
“But for the first year, students don’t really know what
that entails, so I thought we
should do something specific
to work out some of the kinks
and give students an idea of
what it could look like.”
Ford would like to see
more living-learning opportunities in the future,
depending on how the Isha
House works out. In the future, they may be offered for
academic credit within majors or for specific courses.
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Creature Feature
by Jonathan Auffarth
jonathan.auffarth@covenant.edu

-Part IIIThe clouds began to break,
unveiling the night sky. Lawrence arrived at the restaurant
late. The foyer was painted gold;
along the walls stood large white
Corinthian columns. A man
in a cummerbund and necktie
greeted Lawrence.
“Hello sir, welcome to Léon
Chanéy’s.”
“Yes, hi. I’m meeting someone
here,” said Lawrence, fixing his
hair in the reflection of a fish
tank.
“Certainly, sir.” The host motioned for him to enter.
The dining hall was spacious
with lovers leaning over candlelit tables, staring at one another
through the flames.
A man appeared beside him.
“Excuse me, sir. May I take your
coat?”
Lawrence scanned the array
of tables as he unbuttoned his
coat.
“Yes, thank you.” He made his
way toward the table where he
finally found her. Ashleigh’s brunette hair hung down around
her shoulders in curls, brushed
behind her ears revealing two
pearl earrings.
“Hey, so sorry I’m late.” He
kissed her on the cheek and
sat across from her. “You look
marvelous.”
“Hi, thank you. It’s fine, I
was just beginning to worry,

everything okay?” She took a sip
of wine, leaving an impression at
the rim of the glass in red.
“Yes, everything’s okay.” Lawrence
reached across the table and held
her hand. “I know I’ve been strange
lately, I’ve just been going through a
lot of changes, and, well—”
All at once it started again, like
syringes being shoved under each
of his fingernails — uprooting
them, violently.
A waiter arrived at the table.
“Bonsoir. May I start you both
off with the chef ’s special Soup
du Jour or perhaps the eloquently
subtle Champignon Portabella auz
Quatre Fromages avec Crêpe au
Boursin de Chèvre—”
Lawrence snapped his arm back.
Blood trickled down his wrist and
onto the cotton white table cloth.
“What’s the matter?” Ashleigh
looked concerned.
“Nothing, it just all sounds so...
appetizing.” Lawrence covered
the blood on the tablecloth with
a napkin. “Order what you like.
Excuse me for just a moment.”
As Lawrence rose from the table
in search of the restroom, hair on
the back of his neck stood on end.
Across the room beside one of the
Corinthian columns stood a man
in overalls holding a pitchfork. His
flesh was grey, almost transparent.
He stood there beside the column
without moving, only staring back.
Not far off, at an empty table a
woman sat expressionless holding
a baby wrapped in bloody cloth.
She only stared back at him.
The candles at the tables flick-

ered blue.
Dozens of them, staring vacantly. Lawrence’s legs gave out and he
fell backwards into the chair.
“Lawrence, what is it?” asked
Ashleigh.
He felt his rib cage expanding,
as if fire was boiling inside his
chest, desperate to get out.
He reached into his suit pocket
— no Ziploc bag.
Lawrence patted down each
of his pockets searching for the
wolfsbane.
“Sir, is everything all right?”
asked the waiter.
“Damn it — my coat.” Lawrence was sweating profusely.
“I’m sorry sir, I haven’t seen
your coat,” said the waiter.
“Lose something, Larry?”
Lawrence looked up. The figure
he had seen previously in the park
stood before him. He was holding
Lawrence’s coat. The figure took
its bloody finger and drew a sad
face on the breast pocket of the
waiter’s white shirt. The waiter
didn’t notice. No one noticed but
Lawrence.
“You’re the one. You asked for
my coat when I came in. Please, I
need what was in — ”
The waiter stared with a concerned look. “I think you must
have me confused with someone
else. Perhaps I will give you both a
few minutes to decide.”
Lawrence turned to Ashleigh.
“Look, I’m terribly sorry. I must seem
out of my mind but I have to go.”
“You’re leaving — again? What
is this, a monthly thing with you?

Not this time, never again. Goodbye Lawrence.”
Lawrence felt his spine twist
and bend beneath the skin of his
back, paralyzing him to the chair.
“Yes — go, get in a cab and
drive away.”
The figure took her seat at the
table. Suddenly, it all fit. Lawrence
understood.
“You’re the reason I’m in this
mess. The reason I had to meet that
kid in the park tonight. How long
have you been stealing my supplies?
It’s the only thing keeping me under control. You know how much
trouble you’ve caused me?”
The figure glared with disgust.
“Trouble? Larry, my soul knows
more torment than I can begin
to tell you. I’m not having a nice
time here — being undead isn’t
all its cracked up to be. The curse
must be severed — kill yourself —
rid the world of your evil nocturnal activities.”
Lawrence gazed at a knife on
the table.
“Do what you know is right,”
the figure pleaded.
Hair covered Lawrence’s body
— time had run out. His suit tore
at the seams as his body began to
expand. The entire lower half of
his face snapped, disjointing itself
before reassembling into a snout.
The plates in his skull ground together, reshaping its human form
into something else entirely.
“Sir, I’m going to have to ask
you to leave.” A burly man in a
suit arrived at Lawrence’s table.
“HOLY—”

*
A block away in a dampened
alley, a mangy dog rummaged
through an overturned garbage
can.
“Max! Keep it down, papa’s
trying to get shut eye!”
An old homeless man wrapped
himself in a tattered coat and
laid down on a bed of cardboard
when he heard a chorus of
screaming pierce the night. He
was used to the sounds of the
city; the occasional scream was
nothing new — but this was different. The screaming seemed to
come from a crowd of people in
genuine terror.
The dog discarded a steak
bone and drew its attention to
the end of the alley that let out
to the street.
The screaming grew nearer.
The dog took off into the
street and out of view.
“Max, get over here!”
The old man waited in the alley listening to the panic. After a
moment, the dog returned.
“Hey boy, come here. Ya
can’t keep running off like that.
Whatta ya got there?”
The old man reached into the
dog’s mouth feeling something
soft and wet. His eyes widened
as he stood there holding a severed ear with a pearl earring.
A howl cut through the
screaming, while the moon,
bright and full, was shining high
above the city.
The End
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Feist Offers Comforting Solitude
by Adrienne Belz
adrienne.belz@covenant.edu

Canadian-born indie diva, Feist,
reached a high point of recognition
with her 2007 album, The Reminder,
with songs that popped and sizzled.
She created a niche of accessible,
beautiful, but often quirky music. So
it may come as a surprise that this
sultry-voiced singer didn’t take advantage of that same sweet spot with
her newest album, Metals. Instead,
her voice, more confident than ever

before, settles in a place that makes
the listener feel at home but alone.
There’s no happy clapping or foottapping songs on this album — and no
covers. Her past tricks have given way to
thoughtful, more contemplative music
that pushes the limits of what listeners
have expected of her in the past. The
album starts out big with the kicking,
beat-driven ballad, “The Bad In Each
Other.” And with the backup of strings
and a drum in “A Commotion” halfway
through the album, it’s clear that Feist is
taking chances. In “Undiscovered First,”

Feist shows off her ability to carry her
own weight. She stays quiet at the beginning of the song and then gets loud
and clear before fading out again. She
doesn’t depend on too much decoration
to make her voice thunder, creating a
storm of delight for the listener.
Although there are plenty of big
chances being taken in Metals, Feist still
uses her smooth voice to bring comforting solitude rather than isolation.
Songs open like a dawning morning in
the countryside of her home of Nova
Scotia. And each individual song feels

more like a cheerful plod than a glamorous parade. Especially in the song
“Anti-pioneer,” her voice soars. Feist has
been working on this song for the last
ten years. And the finished song feels
like a testament to her own life. Her
voice feels like sand on the beach grinding into beat-up heels; without any
pretension, Feist’s rustic voice scrapes
against one’s very own calloused soul.
And that’s where the solitude sets in —
a peaceful sense of independence, but
no lonesomeness.
While timeless songs like her past

“Mushaboom” and “1-2-3-4” will
always be ready for another play, Metals is the kind of album that needs to
be listened to in its entirety. It doesn’t
have the same striking pop-accessibility as The Reminder, but some of the
songs’ progressions remind us who is
in charge of the album.
Don’t look to Metals to cheer you
up or get you feeling like everything in life is just dandy. But it
will be that album you want to listen to driving down the mountain
on these bright, crisp fall days.

No Disputing Wildlife Success
by Kirk Ellis
kirk.ellis@covenant.edu

After their groundbreaking debut
album, Somewhere at the Bottom
of the River Between Vega and
Altair, Michigan hardcore band,
La Dispute, did what seemed to be
impossible: they released a record
on par with the their first album.
Not only is the lyrical theme and
quality of musicianship in their
second album, Wildlife, on the
same level as their debut, but they
also decided to challenge themselves during the recording process.
Early in the production of Wildlife,
the band decided not to allow any
artificial reverb — an extremely
difficult task for both the musicians and the producers, but one
that pays off by bringing listeners
closer to the finished product.

La Dispute has mastered the
ability to tell stories through good
concept albums. Their first full
length album was a story of a married couple with kids where the wife
left the husband for another man.
Jordan Dreyer used these stories
to relate a situation to forgiveness
and how we should handle difficult
circumstances. In Wildlife, Dreyer
speaks of multiple tragic stories, but
in the end, he relates them all to the
story he talks about in the first record. He creates a personal relationship with the listener by explaining
that we all have a story but that
sometimes it’s necessary to let go
and move on past tough times.
These musicians have made quite
a mark in post-hardcore circles
because of their ability to create an
atmospheric music that describes
the lyrics. For instance, if you took
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the vocals out of the song “King
Park,” you would probably still be
able to tell what is going on in the
story. The last two minutes of the
track start building up to an incredible ending. In this song, the story
is about a man who accidentally
shot a child and is running from
the cops. As the tension builds he
is asking God, the cops and anyone
else who may hear him, “Can I still

get into heaven if I kill myself? Can
I ever be forgiven because I killed
that kid? If I turn it on me, if I even
it out, can I still get in or will they
send me to hell?” The dramatic
layering of guitar parts seems to say
these words for the lyricist.
The challenging aspect of not
allowing artificial reverb to round
out the album’s sound seemed to
push the band more than ever before.

Thanks to the lack of overproduction, the album has a very authentic
feel. In most recordings the microphones are placed right up against
the speaker, but as Joe Pedulla, one
of the producers said, “No one ever
listens to a guitar with their ear
right against the speaker.” Thus,
La Dispute decided they wanted
the album to be recorded as if the
listener was present in the room
as they played the song. They captured this by placing the mics far
away from the amp and the room
gave it a natural reverb.
This sophomore album was a
surprise. I did not expect La Dispute to match, let alone exceed,
their debut record, but they did.
Their ability to tell great stories,
as well their growing musicianship in Wildlife, proves that La
Dispute can do the impossible.
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I Have a Nightmare

Putting a biblical lens on the American dream

by Harris Stevens

harris.stevens@covenant.edu

Former president Bill Clinton, in a
recent interview with Yahoo.com,
made a startling claim: the American dream is under assault. His
tone was so dire, so full of concern,
and so empathetic that I could
not help also feeling alarmed. But
upon further contemplation I
came to a startling revelation: not
only is the assault of the American
dream not a bad thing, but it may
be one of the best things that could
happen to our culture.
Before I continue I would like to
define what the American dream is.
We Americans are all familiar with
the idea that if one works hard
enough, he or she can one day
own his or her own home, drive a
nice car, support a family, etc. This

mentality, that no one owes anyone
anything — that you have the freedom to earn what you want — is
not bad, but this mentality should
not define the American dream.
Up until 2008, the American dream was best defined as
a sense of material entitlement.
The American dream was an idea
tainted with the effects of the
fall and characterized by greed
and laziness. According to the
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, the
American dream is “an American
social ideal that stresses egalitarianism and especially material
prosperity; also : the prosperity
or life that is the realization of
this ideal.” Americans have certainly fallen prey to this bloodthirsty beast. We bought houses
we could not afford, obtained

luxuries we did not need, and
took jobs that would surely grant
us comfortable lives at the expense of vocational fulfillment.
Unsurprisingly, many Americans woke up and ceased to
dream after the economic
crisis which began in 2008. One
would then think that perhaps
Americans are beginning to realize the American dream is not
all it promised to be and that
getting rich quick is not a viable
answer to financial discontentment. Unfortunately I believe
we have yet to fully realize the
folly of our dreamy ways. When
Americans believed the lie of
the American dream, we began
to grow complacent. Now is the
time for Americans, and especially Christians, to lead the way

out of this deceitful dream and
into a biblical reality.
I’ve certainly done a good job
of telling you that the American
dream is bad, but why? I contend
that the American dream is bad
because it directly contradicts
what the Bible says by promoting greed and laziness. The Bible
clearly tells us that “the love of
money is a root of all kinds of
evil.” (1 Timothy 6:10). The
Bible is certainly not saying that
money is inherently bad, or that
you should abstain from using
money at all. After all, money is a
necessary part of functioning societies. The Bible does, however,
teach against a love or obsession
with money. Likewise, the Bible
also teaches against laziness.
Proverbs 6:6 says, “Go to the ant,

you sluggard; consider its ways
and be wise.” God commands his
people to work for the advancement of His glory and His kingdom. Laziness is a form of direct
rebellion against God’s command
to find and fulfill our calling.
The American dream primarily
stands upon two legs: get rich
and do it in the quickest, easiest
way — two principles explicitly
spoken against in the Bible.
How should we then live? I
believe that Christians should resist
the ideas of the American dream.
We ought to see money as a tool
from God to be wisely used for His
glory, and work as a gift from God
which we should seek to fulfill joyfully. Americans need to realize that
the American dream is, in fact, a
nightmare, and it’s time to wake up.
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Stress

by Alia Hollback

alia.hollback@covenant.edu

Stress. We all know that feeling. It’s
like a ton of bricks sitting on your
chest. Like a 250 pound boxer
punching you in the kidneys. Like
your head in a vice. Like your
brain in a meat grinder. Like a college student…
College is undoubtedly a
stressful time. It doesn’t help
when well-meaning adults try to
make us feel better by assuring
us it only gets worse after college.
Well-intentioned though they
may be, hearing this makes me
want to pull out my hair and drill
my eardrums out with pencils —
especially during midterms.
So how do we deal with stress?
Are there healthy and productive
ways of managing stress that do
not include mental institutions
or anger management? I think
there are. Below are some of
the ways that I have learned to
handle college stress.
1) Don’t Stress
Sounds overly simplistic and
somewhat absurd, doesn’t it?
However, the fact stands that no
one is making us flip out about
everything we have to get done.
We do that to ourselves. This
brings to mind Luke 12:25: “And
which of you with taking thought
can add to his stature one cubit?
If ye then be not able to do that
thing which is least, why take ye
thought for the rest?” You aren’t
going to ace that exam by working yourself into a frenzy before
you take it. Study as much as you
can, sleep well the night before,
and don’t worry about it.
2) Sleep
I know that it is thought of as a rite
of passage for college students to
pull “all-nighters,” but the psychological fact of the matter is, they
actually work against you. Your
capacity to retrieve information,
retain information, concentrate,
and relax are all greatly impaired by
sleep deprivation. This is perhaps
the most important thing I have
learned since being at college. I do
not function well on too little sleep,
and not just academically. Everything starts falling apart when I am

sleep-deprived. So I have begun to
make sleep a priority. If I have a lot
to do and it looks like I will have
to stay up very late to get it all
done, I simply do as much as I can
and don’t worry about the rest. My
simple rule of thumb is this: when
I stop retaining, I stop studying.
Especially for a philosophy major,
this is important. Kant is difficult
to understand under the best of
circumstances, let alone when I’m
sleep deprived.

3) Take Time to Smell the Roses
Don’t force yourself to endure
what you feel you just can’t handle.
Go outside, drink some tea, go to
a friend’s room, watch a movie, go
to Waffle House. Your brain will
enjoy the break and so will you.
Your work will still be there when
you get back, and you just might
find that you have gained the inspiration you needed to plunk out
the last three pages of that paper.
4) Look for Beauty
Something I have found about
being in an academic environment
is that everything becomes so intellectual that I forget that there is
such a thing as beauty. Please don’t
forget about beauty. Beautiful
things can repair and refresh the
soul like nothing else. Notice the
playfulness of a puppy, the brilliant color of a flower, the warmth
of the sun on your skin, the smell
of the wind. Open your eyes, pay
attention, and you’ll find that so
much goes on in the world that
you’ve been too busy to notice.
5) Create
As a songwriter and musician I
have found that my output of
creativity is significantly lower than
before I came to school. This goes
hand-in-hand with noticing beauty. Art and beauty are inseparably
linked, and if you do not observe
the one, you will not produce the
other. When you are observing
beauty, make something from
what you see. It will refresh satisfy
you. Like our Father Creator, we
also find joy in creating. If you
don’t draw well, scribble. Use PlayDoh if you want to, but for Pete’s
sake, MAKE SOMETHING.
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Complimentarianism
by Greg Steele
greg.steele@covenant.edu

Gender roles are a hot topic these
days, particularly within the Church.
Complementarians argue that God
created men and women with strongly
distinct, and often hierarchical, gender
roles in church and society. Egalitarians argue that God-given gender roles
have more similarity and include more
mutuality. Many complementarians
receive a bad reputation, and are caricatured as having unenlightened and
repressive views of women, discouraging them from careers in favor of
popping out babies for their husbands. Church leaders like evangelical
megachurch pastor Mark Driscoll
who, in response to the revelation of
pastor Ted Haggard’s meth-induced
affairs with a male prostitute in 2006,
wrote on his blog, “A wife who lets
herself go and is not sexually available
to her husband in the ways that the
Song of Songs is so frank about is not
responsible for her husband's sin, but
she may not be helping him either.”
Comments like this one from Driscoll
are what give complementarians a bad
name. In reality, the complementarian view is far more compassionate
and caring for women than it is
given credit for. In its proper form,
complementarianism’s intent is to

preserve the dignity and worth of both
men and women. In response to Miss
Mullaney’s article advocating a more
egalitarian view of gender roles within
the church, I would like to examine
some of the Biblical evidence that
supports a complementarian view of
gender roles instead.
The creation account must be
examined in more detail. In Genesis
2, God says, “It is not good that the
man should be alone. I will make a
helper fit for him.” From the beginning, the woman was created as a
“helper.” This would indicate that
men and women have complementary roles in their work. Men need
women, just as women need men.
From creation, men and women are
created to be helpers to one another,
and contribute in ways that men or
women could never accomplish on
their own. Gender roles in work are
not a result of the fall, but rather
part of God’s created order. The
responsibility of the Church in
redeeming gender roles, then, is not
to abolish them, but to help people
view them in light of creation
rather than through the lenses of the
world. God calls for countercultural
gender roles, not the end of those
roles all together.
The New Testament also speaks
on gender roles in work, specifically

work within the church. Throughout 1 Timothy 1 and 2, Paul gives
instructions on who are to be elders
in the church. It is clear that an elder
is to be “the man of one wife,” and
Paul also gives instructions to “not
permit a woman to teach or exercise
authority over a man.” Particularly
in the PCA, we do need to consider
more avenues through which women
can get involved in ministry, even
teaching and speaking ministries,
but that does not mean we should
ignore Scripture’s instruction to limit
the office of elder to men. As mentioned earlier, this does not diminish
women’s worth or somehow put
them below men; this just acknowledges that there are certain roles that
are limited to specific genders.
Gender roles are important. As
the Church, we must uphold the
dignity of both men and women
without denying that God created
them to have fundamental differences. We cannot fall into thinking
about this issue outside of Scripture, because then we can fall into
the traps of either erasing gender
distinctions or assigning false
cultural stereotypes as normative.
We must always return to Scripture,
and then to our fellow Christians to
help us recover the proper roles and
respect for both genders.

8 Sports

Rivals Slam Dunk For Madness

ANNIE HUNTINGTON

by Peter Wilkerson

peter.wilkerson@covenant.edu

Bryan Lions. You just gotta hate
them. Those loud red jerseys,
those obnoxious names of players
that no one can seem to pronounce — and oh, those fans.
However, Bryan has become a
thing of the past. We don’t play
them in basketball anymore,
and we’ve stopped playing them
in soccer. In fact, we only play
them in volleyball and baseball.
But playing Bryan in two sports
doesn’t qualify them as true rivals.
So it has become necessary that
we, Covenant College, should officially end our rivalry with Bryan.
Why? It is dead! It doesn’t exist! And we do not pity the dead.
But that leaves a question
— if Bryan College is not our
rival, then who is? There are
multiple candidates: LaGrange,
Piedmont, Berry, Sewanee, and
Maryville have each caught the
attention of fans and players.
LaGrange is not good
enough in any sport to be considered our rival, and they are
too far away. Piedmont is also
too far away, even though every
team still seems to think they
are really annoying. Sewanee
can also be removed from the
debate because we do not play
them in every sport (we did
not play them in soccer). That
leaves Maryville and Berry.
There are strong arguments for
both. For instance, Maryville’s
mascot is the Scots. They are
also good at all their sports and
are the top dawg of the Great
South Athletic Conference
(GSAC). But beyond mascots
and sports, our schools have
little in common. A school that
we do have a lot in common
with is Berry. Berry is only 45
minutes away, and they also
have a solid set of teams for
all sports. The most attractive
(rivalry-worthy) thing about
Berry is that we both draw the
majority of our student body
from small Christian private
high schools. In fact, most
students at Covenant have also
looked at Berry College as one
of their college choices.
So who’s our rival? Time will
tell, but as of now the heavy favorites are Maryville and Berry.

by John Drexler
john.drexler@covenant.edu

Hours before midnight last
Friday, Scots fans packed out
the gym for an evening of
Mountaintop Madness (not
Midnight Madness). The
men’s JV squad got schooled
by Covenant’s faculty team,
the men and women varsity
teams scrimmaged, and Dillon Harrington nearly caused
a riot over his larger-than-life
dunks. Here are a few highlights from the night:
1) The men’s team looked especially fluid during their scrimmage. It appears that Coach Taylor’s offensive savvy has sunk in
with the veteran squad. The deep
three-balls were raining in, the

ball movement flowed naturally,
and the freshmen put on notable
performances. The remaining
question is defense. Can this dynamic scoring bunch hold strong
against their NCAA competition?
Come find out on November 15
during our first home game. Also,
that’s the release of Drake’s new
album. Big day, folks.
2) Did faculty really double
JV’s score in their half-hearted
competitive scrimmage? Come
on, guys. If I had a dollar for
every knee brace on the floor,
I’d have enough money for a
Crunch-Wrap Supreme with
beans at Taco Bell! And as long
as you weren’t too distracted by
Troy Duble’s two-minute verbal
assault on the referees, you

got to witness Chaplain Aaron
Messner dish out a beautiful, Kevin McHale-like assist
blindly behind his head in the
last minute just to rub in the
big win. Mad props, faculty.
3) Rosbie Mutcherson hit well
over 50 percent of his shots in
each round of the 3-point competition. ‘Nuff said.
4) Have you guys watched Ruth
Gibson shoot a 3-ball? She’s
got enough good form for five
shooting guards. The women’s
varsity defense looks strong,
and with Gibson’s offensive
prowess, this should be a fun
team to watch this year.
5) As an avid NBA fan, I’m a bit
of a dunk snob. We NBA fans get

pretty jaded after watching seasons
of giant super-athletes rise above the
rim and effortlessly do that which we
believed to be impossible. That said,
Dillon Harrington absolutely and unquestionably blew the roof off of Ashe
Gym Friday night. I didn’t know
college players could throw down like
that. I especially didn’t suppose that
the exception to the rule would be at
Covenant College. In case you missed
his showcase, I encourage you to go
up to him, pull a $20 bill out of your
pocket, and say, “Dillon, let’s go to
the gym. Show me your dunks.”
Looks like we’ve got a good bit to
get excited about this winter. Coach
Taylor is working his tail off, the
Scots have solid rosters on the men’s
and women’s teams, and as the
weather cools down, Scots fans are
ready to heat up Ashe Gym.

